
A question of faith and music
Filmmaker Mustafa Davis aims to promote discussion on Islamic faith and music through his
latest documentary Deen Tight writes AREF OMAR
IS hip hop music a

valid way to spread
the message of Islam
And how can Muslims
strike a balance

between music culture
tradition and religion
There s a growing wave of

young Muslims who are into
hip hop in a big way

I ve lived overseas for
12 years in Morocco
Abu Dhabi Yemen Syria
Mauritania Sudan and
Egypt all predominantly
Muslim countries and hip
hop is huge there says
Mustafa Davis during an
interview in the Annexe

Gallery at Central Market in
Kuala Lumpur
The American filmmaker

was recently here for a
one night screening of his
documentary Deen Tight
which was presented by the
Young Muslims Project with
support from the Muslim
Youth Movement of Malaysia
ABIM
In the 75 minute film

Davis highlights a group
of Muslim hip hop artistes
living in America and the
United Kingdom where they
discuss the challenges they
face and the pressures of
daily Western life

A lot of the artistes in the

film are my friends and I
was initially going to make
a short film just about
20 minutes long to show
how they re using hip hop
for dakwah to spread the
message he says

But when I started

asking them questions
I found that they have
issues and weren t really
comfoEjtable with them so
I decided to make a longer
film to explore these issues
and to tell the story from
both sides he says
For Davis music has

always been an important
element growing up in
California as a classical
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piano player with a jazz
musician father

Music is a big part of
American life it s almost
impossible to separate
music and American

culture says the 37 year
old who is of German and
African American descent
Davis was raised a

Christian but converted to
Islam in 1996

I was in college and
had a couple of Muslim
friends I had been looking
for something other than
Christianity and they told
me to look into Islam which
I did and then I converted
says Davis who spent years
abroad to study the religion
He admits that his first

month of fasting during

Ramadan was not hard
but he was set with other
challenges

You leave everything
that you knew before and
you are ready to embrace
everything in Islam I left
my culture behind he says
adding that he has recently
got back into playing music

The 10 years that I left
music I had a very deep
hole in me that I wasn t
able to fill until I started
doing music again he says
According to Davis Deen

Tight has been screened

all over the United States
with an eight city tour in
the United Kingdom as
well as Canada Dubai and
Singapore
It will also be screened

in Spain and Australia after
August
He explains that there

have been mixed reaction

with non Muslim audiences

appreciating the glimpse
into Muslim lifestyle and
culture

The mixed reaction
from the Muslim audience

is something I ve expected
I ve had some people come
up to me saying that after
watching the film they ve
decided to stop doing music
and some who have quit but
are now starting again he
says
Davis hopes that the

film will create a positive
dialogue on the issue which
is aimed at three target
groups
The first is for Muslims

who say that music is
haram or forbidden and
that people should stop

My message to them is
if that is the case and if
that s the truth then it s
fine and we accept it But

what are you going to do
with millions of kids who

are listening to music now
he asks
The second is for people

who say music is for the
purpose of proselytising the
religion or dakwah

What we show in the
film is that there are
some grey areas So is it
permissible to do something
haram for the purpose of
dakwah he continues

And finally the Islamic
scholars themselves who
Davis says have been quite
complacent on the issue of
music

They haven t really
said unequivocally that it s
haram or halal so it leaves
people like the ones in this
film in trepidation he says

I don t think we re
going to solve this music
problem in 2010 It s been

a difference of opinion
amongst scholars for more
than 1 400 years says
Davis
Davis makes it

clear that although
he is a professionally
trained filmmaker and
photographer he doesn t
consider himself a Muslim
artist

I m an artist who

happens to be Muslim he
says
Deeh Tight is Davis

second documentary after
Common Ground which
was about the 2005 Danish
cartoon crisis that caused
an uproar in the Muslim
world

The busy filmmaker s
next project will be about
the Hajj entitled Meccan
Openings produced by New
York poet and activist Amir
Sulaiman

It will follow the exploits
of Amir Mos Def and
Scarface as they perform
the Hajj for the first time in
Mecca

I just finished another
documentary called the
Warm Heart of Africa about
the HIV AIDS orphans of
Malawi says Davis who
runs a production company
and conducts film and
photography workshops

I think the arts is very
important for Muslims
We need a way to express
ourselves outside of the
religious form as well he
says
As legendary American

jazz drummer Art Blakey
who was also a Muslim
once said Music washes
away the dust of everyday
life

nstent@nst com my
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